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A B S T R A C T

Amidst the broad range of teacher competencies, professional beliefs and professional identity are two important domains of personal orientations that inform teacher quality. This study examines how pre-service teachers have negotiated their professional identity after their first year in initial primary teacher education. The study uses qualitative data from an online survey voluntarily answered by seventy-two Finnish pre-service teachers in Spring 2022. The data were thematically analyzed and further examined for additive, transformative, and defensive identity development using Ruohotie-Lyhty’s (2018) framework of teachers’ identity-agency. The study supports the notion of identity as social, multiple, and discontinuous.

1. Introduction

It is during teacher education that prospective teachers become more reflective and begin to develop “a solid teacher identity that would support and sustain them in their future profession” (Timoštuk & Ugaste, 2010, p. 1563). More particularly, the transition from coursework to teaching practice may be pivotal for pre-service students’ identity development, as this is not only the first time pre-service teachers begin to internalize experiences and contemplate themselves as teachers, but also when they are seen as teachers by colleagues and students (Dassa & Derose, 2017). It is, moreover, a time when pre-service teachers are confronted with real-life teaching situations and encouraged to reexamine their philosophies, life-course experiences, and beliefs about teaching (Priesen & Besley, 2013). This reexamination is coupled with pre-service teachers’ motivation (e.g., engagement, willingness to become a teacher), self-image, self-efficacy, and task perception, which have been found to important domains in teacher identity development (Hanna et al., 2020). Furthermore, teacher education enables workplace learning; it affords pre-service teachers the time and space to navigate, integrate, or contest professional demands and personal or practical experiences in relation to “their personal conceptual framework” (Leeferink et al., 2019, p. 70).

Yet, the choice to enter teacher education is influenced by years of observing teaching as a profession from a pupil’s perspective (see Lortie, 1975). Key to this extended period of observation is evaluation, whereby pupils connect teachers’ observable actions to intended consequences in their teaching (Harford & Gray, 2017). This results in pre-service teachers’ implicit beliefs about being a teacher that are intuitive and imitative in nature, and that remain largely unchallenged by external evidence prior to critical reflection in teacher education (Harford & Gray, 2017). Beliefs may be understood as “closely held principles about teaching and learning and how teachers get better,” serving as “a durable but permeable filter” in teachers’ sense-making that reflects and refracts teachers’ identities (Noonan, 2019, p. 2). Beliefs, therefore, affect how pre-service teachers interpret and respond to their professional roles, responsibilities, and challenges.

The study takes place at a unique time in Finland following the national reform in 2020 through which the admission processes for initial teacher education (ITE) were unified across the key programs of all teacher education units. Primary teacher education is one of the most attractive university study programs, but only a small percentage of the applicants are admitted (Metsäpelto et al., 2022). Teacher education in Finland entails a five-year academic study program leading to a master’s degree. Being a primary teacher is a strong and valued profession in Finland, with high teacher retention until retirement (Niemi et al., 2018). However, teachers’ work satisfaction and burnout have recently
become prominent issues (Malinen & Savolainen, 2016), and teachers have been dissatisfied with the image of their profession in the media because only downsides have been presented (Heikkilä et al., 2022).

Amidst increasing demands and changing social representation, pre-service teachers’ identities cannot be taken for granted or only grasped through external factors, but require a more nuanced approach. This study examines qualitative data from a cohort of pre-service students at a Finnish university to explore the following research question:

How do pre-service teachers negotiate their professional identity as teachers after their first year of teacher education studies?

The qualitative data are first analyzed through the concepts of identity and beliefs, which are identified as two important domains of personal orientations affecting teacher quality; professional beliefs are aspects of general patterns of adaptation to work environments, and professional identity is the ongoing (re)interpretation of work-related experiences (Metsäpelo et al., 2022). These domains “represent distinct facets of individual differences and universal dimensions of human behavior” (Metsäpelo et al., 2022, p. 156). These two foci are then jointly analyzed through the lens of identity-agency, using a novel theoretical framework that argues for three forms of identity development (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018). The following sections address the main theoretical concepts used in this study, i.e., teachers’ beliefs and identity.

1.1. Pre-service teachers’ beliefs

The field of teacher beliefs is well examined in educational sciences. Teacher beliefs may be understood as subjective ideas about teaching and learning that evolve with experience, but are also firm and highly resistant to change early in teacher education (Metsäpelo et al., 2022; Ng et al., 2010). These subjective ideas are influenced by immediate interactional classroom contexts, national policies about teacher quality (e.g., standards, accountability procedures), and cultural norms and values pertaining to children and teaching (Hoy et al., 2006). Moreover, beliefs include evaluations from the past as well as future intentions and aspirations related to children and young people, teaching, or educational purposes (Biesta et al., 2015). The power of beliefs lies in their potential to develop into practical theories with conceptual structures and images that bear on teachers’ thinking, instructional behavior, and decision-making (White & Chant, 2014). Unsurprisingly, international research agrees that teaching-ability beliefs are important to pre-service teachers’ career motivations and commitment to teaching (Heinz, 2015; Sinclair, 2008). Teaching-ability beliefs are part of pre-service teachers’ general belief system and affect how much pre-service teachers explore and commit to their identity as teachers (Pop et al., 2015). These beliefs may be perceived as innate or learned, followed respectively by an outcome-oriented (e.g., measuring, validating) or process-oriented (e.g., effort, strategies) approach to teaching tasks (Pop et al., 2015).

Teacher education may serve as an intervention phase for pre-service teachers in their transition from experiencing education as students to experiencing education as prospective teachers. However, pre-service teachers would need to directly engage with the multidimensionality of and ecological influences on their teacher beliefs for meaningful change to occur. Teacher education undertakes, not always successfully, the task of addressing and making explicit pre-service teachers’ beliefs (Harford & Gray, 2017). For example, teacher education may draw connections between the systemic world of educational policy and individual teacher characteristics (Harford & Gray, 2017). Teacher education is further tasked with developing pre-service teachers’ epistemological knowledge, for instance by effecting a change to the content of practical theories over time (Pitkänen et al., 2014). Additionally, teacher education affords pre-service teachers professional learning activities and experiences. These aim to promote pre-service teachers’ sense of competence (McLennan et al., 2017), and critical reflection on preconceived perspectives as they gain research-based knowledge (Metsäpelo et al., 2022). Without a robust professional understanding about teaching and education in general, teachers may struggle to locate their work within the purposes of education (Biesta et al., 2015). To connect their identities to the goals of education, teachers have to be supported in developing their beliefs already in their pre-service education.

1.2. Pre-service teachers’ identity negotiation

Despite the discrepancies in conceptualizing teacher identity because of different paradigms prevailing in various periods, teacher identity is commonly understood as a fluid concept, which cannot simply be perceived directly (Hanna et al., 2019). One of the early definitions of teacher identity posits it is “the person’s self-knowledge in teaching-related situations and relationships that manifest themselves in practical professional activities, feelings of belonging and learning experiences” (Timostisk & Ugaste, 2016, p. 1564). This definition underscores social contexts at work, teachers’ agency, affective orientation towards work, and professional learning. More recently, Buchanan and Olsen (2018) saw identity negotiation through an iterative model of human development, where individual meaning-making processes are of central importance, yet “situated within, and therefore co-constructed by, broader cultural, social, and historical contexts” (p. 197). The iteration taking place within context-bound social activity results in not only the transmission of tacit knowledge and skills, but also in new understandings and a changed version of oneself. This ecological dynamic implies that the various macro-influences, meso-forces, and the micro-contexts of daily work are not mere influences on ongoing learning processes, but a part of it (Buchanan & Olsen, 2018). Dahl’s (2020) findings supported this notion; student-teachers’ identity negotiation is a learning process of professional becoming and identification through enculturation. This learning process is mediated in personal meaning-making and life-stories, and catalyzed by moments of change often ingrained in social relationships in teacher education (e.g., classmates, tutors, pupils, teaching practice) (Dahl, 2020). It is those moments of change that instigate a (re)negotiation of the various socially-constructed conceptualizations teachers hold about themselves as professionals, highlighting identity as social, multiple, and discontinuous in nature (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).

To come to terms with the multidimensional nature of identity as a phenomenon in teaching and teacher education, Ruohotie-Lyhty (2018) proposed the concept of identity-agency. Identity-agency has a mediatory role between pre-service teachers’ conditions in schools and pre-service teachers’ individual interpretations of their experiences therein as they negotiate their professional identity. This negotiation is an ongoing, dynamic process of defining the self in relation to the profession (e.g., tasks, influences), and may take the form of additive development, transformative development, or defense. According to Ruohotie-Lyhty (2018), additive development occurs when pre-service teachers’ original ideas, expectations, values, and self-concept match their work environment in such a way that pre-service teachers accept new aspects to their work, without necessarily experiencing significant changes in how they perceive themselves as prospective professionals. Transformative development occurs when the mismatch between pre-service teachers’ original identity and expectations about the teaching profession is considerable, causing tension, emotional load, and uncertainty about one’s competence, thus rendering identity (re)negotiation more demanding. Defending occurs when pre-service teachers actively refuse to (re)negotiate their identity when they perceive a mismatch between their original identity and expectations at work.

This study draws on these three types of identity development to interpret how the participating pre-service teachers negotiated their understanding of teacherhood in their first year of study. Rather than looking at each participant individually to ascertain their additive, transformative, and defensive identity development, the study examines participants’ understandings and perceptions collectively to identify
additive, transformative, and defensive aspects within shared themes. The following sections elaborate on the methods and findings of the study.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data collection

The data for this study were collected by the third author in Spring 2022 at a Finnish university offering primary teacher education. The data were collected via an online survey as part of a longitudinal study on student selection and competence development examining pre-service teachers’ educational paths and development as teachers. The survey included scales related to learning strategies, motivation, commitment to a teacher’s career, and teacher self-efficacy beliefs. This study utilizes data from two open-ended questions at the end of the survey.

1. What do you think about yourself as a teacher now that the first year of study is almost over?
2. Has your perception of teaching changed? If so, how? If not, why not?

By asking participants about perception instead of beliefs, which has stronger connotations of teacherhood, we aimed for less biased and self-conscious answers that could elaborate on participants’ answers concerning changes in identity. The data were collected in small group meetings at the end of the participants’ first year of study, after they had completed their basic studies in education and first teaching practice. Of the ninety applicants admitted to the five-year primary teacher education program in 2021, seventy-two pre-service teachers answered the survey (80% response rate). The pre-service teachers’ answers to the first question averaged 29 words, and to the second question 28 words. The survey, the open-ended questions, and participants’ answers were in Finnish, the participants’ first language. Participation in the survey was voluntary, anonymous, and not connected to any coursework.

2.2. Data analysis

Participants’ individual response to each of the two open-ended questions constituted the unit of analysis in this study. These qualitative data were analyzed using qualitative thematic analysis (Terry et al., 2017). The analysis had three phases. In the first phase, the anonymized data were analyzed using qualitative thematic analysis (Terry et al., 2017). Two main themes were developed in response to each open-ended question. Concerning identity, the themes were transitioning (subthemes: “developing through teacher education” and “clarity through practice”), and struggling to transition (subthemes: “uncertainty” and “doubtful of person-profession fit”). Concerning perceptions, the themes were changed perception (subthemes: “going broader and deeper” and “sketching teachers’ professionalism”), and unchanged perception (subthemes: “dominant past” and “unchallenged perceptions”).

In the third phase, each minor thematic unit comprising the subthemes was individually examined for additive, transformative, and defensive identity development (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018). Fig. 1 depicts the thematic units related to changes in identity (in light grey) and perception (in dark grey) under their corresponding type of identity development. The following section elaborates on the participants’ identity negotiation.

3. Findings

Having finished their first year of teacher education, most of the participating pre-service teachers reported a qualitative change in what they thought of themselves as teachers – where “opettajauksu” in Finnish may be understood as “teacherhood” in English – and how they

Table 1
Number of participants with changes in identity and perception of teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of participants</th>
<th>Changes in perception</th>
<th>Changes in identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A) Certain change</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>I have come to understand the extent of the different dimensions of the teaching profession. Just being in class requires paying attention to and knowing many things. The teacher also has fewer teaching hours than I thought. (AY-20)</td>
<td>It has not, I’ve always known what a teacher’s job would really be like. (AN-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Moderate change</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>It has changed in terms of how much is required of a teacher and how responsible a profession being a teacher is. (BV-28)</td>
<td>My perception of teaching has not changed, but it has remained the same. (BN-31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Little to no change</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I have gained a broader understanding of what a teacher’s job description entails. (CY-21)</td>
<td>It hasn’t changed, I already had experience in the school world, so it’s familiar. (CN-47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identity development

3.1. Additive development

Most participants indicated a clear transition in their identity when thinking of themselves as teachers after their first year of teacher education studies and, more particularly, after their first teaching practice. However, for many participants, this transition was not jarring to their former identity as prospective teachers. Rather, their renegotiated identity entailed the acknowledgement of a margin for improvement, the incorporation of new elements, and a strengthened confidence in oneself as a teacher. As such, their renegotiated identity did not undergo significant changes, but rather improved its alignment to the notions, concepts, and practices promoted in teacher education.

Additive identity development could be largely seen in the participants’ perceived learning at university, which was mainly addressed by participants indicating a clear change in their identity. Some students wrote about the degree of the learning achieved, the most characteristic example of which was AY-51’s:

I think I’ve really learned a lot of important practical things related to teacher training. In my opinion, I have received a huge amount of meaningful information about the comprehensiveness of the teaching profession.

Other students wrote about gaining new perspectives or changing former ones, indicating an enrichment in thinking about themselves as teachers. For example, AN-11 characteristically writes that, although their identity is still “at the very beginning,” they have already “noticed how my thoughts and perspectives are changing.” Other classmates wrote about gaining “a new, more modern perspective” (AY-30), or “insights and help to articulate my own actions, which I have found to be important” (BN-05). For some students, their academic learning consisted of tools serving as building blocks in professional identity development. The acquired tools were seen as valuable help to “deepen my own thinking” (AY-33), “support my experiences” (AY-39), and “develop my own teacherhood” (AY-164). Some students also noted the potential for developing the acquired tools in the future, and how these tools are meant to support their work as teachers. In addition to negotiating their identity by means of adding new perspectives and tools, a small number of students mentioned reflection, for example “on what my own background is” (AN-11), “about what went wrong when I was a substitute and what went well” (AY-32), “on my own actions” (AY-175), and on issues that troubled them, like pupils’ violence and behavior problems (AN-58).

Additive identity development was further seen in pre-service teachers’ understanding that learning is ongoing, and in their overall attitude towards learning. A strongly shared outlook was that there are “still endless things to learn” (AY-175) and “a lot to develop” (BY-28). While this is to be expected, it is worth noting that many participants’ answers suggested a positive orientation to future learning. For example, AY-33 writes, “I’ve gotten a scratch of the surface and I’m looking forward to learning more,” while AY-15 writes, “I have a lot to learn, but I believe that I also want to learn, even after graduation.” Some students even had a clear idea of what they would like to learn more about in the future, such as classroom interaction and “meeting pupils as individuals” (AN-07), “more theoretical knowledge” (AY-20), or “versatile exercises and teaching methods” (AY-65). These learning goals were formed primarily with the pupil’s benefit in mind, rather than themselves as teachers.

Additive identity development was also seen in the participants’ increased confidence in themselves as teachers. The match between their original teacher identity and the professional circumstances or expectations during their studies and teaching practice did not cause an imbalance. Instead of introducing new directions or tension, these pre-service teachers’ self-concept as teachers was validated. Several pre-service teachers reported feeling satisfied with and more confident in their teaching abilities because of their studies. Several others felt they had clearly improved or developed during their first year. For instance, AN-05 observes that “I have entered advanced courses, and learned that I can do things that I didn’t think I could.”

Fig. 1. Pre-service teachers’ identity development.
expressed belief about embodying their idea of a good teacher. For example, AY-54 states “I think I’m the kind of teacher I dreamed of as a child,” and AY-15 writes “I think I will become the kind of teacher I would like to be.” Some pre-service teachers believed themselves to be in the right field of study and work, further confirming that, for the majority of the participants, there had been a good fit between their original identity and teaching as a profession. While this is positive, only AY-66 was more critical in this respect:

This year has given a lot and strengthened the feeling that I am studying in the right field. Especially with my substituting (also in middle school), my self-perception as a teacher has strengthened, especially in terms of e.g., group management, classroom management, etc. The field really feels like my own. Studying has been really interesting, and I am really conscientious to do everything required, and the desire to learn is great. However, time limits independent learning and finding out about things. Maybe, however, how much you want to invest in things also tells yourself that the field is the right one.

The first year had confirmed many of the pre-service teachers’ choice to pursue teaching as a career. AY-66’s answer, however, problematized (additive) identity development by suggesting it depends on how one negotiates time restraints on professional learning against personal investment.

Connected to their enhanced confidence are the realizations participants made about themselves as teachers, with an emphasis on the strengths and shortcomings they identified after their teaching practice. Most of the participants who did so where those whose answers suggested a change in their original identity. Many participants recognized personality traits or knowledge that were an advantage to them as mentors was seen in their revised understanding of teaching, involving underscoring the potential for transformative identity development in teachers, but also their reporting shortcomings as something that can change.

Some pre-service teachers believed themselves to be in the right field of teaching, involving realizing strengths and shortcomings they identified after their teaching practice. Participants made about themselves as teachers, with an emphasis on the complexity in teaching, and that some of the pre-service teachers’ impressions led to transformative identity development by not only altering, but also refining previous notions about the teaching profession.

Connected to this perceived complexity and level of difficulty was a more comprehensive portrayal of teaching alongside a raised awareness about oneself as a teacher. The disjuncture between initial views on teaching and the self as a teacher, and the beliefs held after their first year is exemplified in some of the participants’ answers about new understandings concerning the profession. These participants agreed that they had “a more versatile understanding of what teaching is and what working as a teacher is like” (AY-46), which included a clearer idea of teachers’ tasks and job description. Even CY-02, who did not indicate a notable change in their identity, observed that “[teaching] is not just teaching a new subject, but wide-ranging educational work that involves many areas.” However, transformative identity development could be best seen in longer excerpts, which underlined active interaction with others in the professional environment and a shift in perspective, such as:

My understanding of teaching has perhaps become more diversified compared to before. […] as a result of having met a huge number of people studying to become teachers and working as teachers. (AY-39)

I have learned to look at things more precisely from the teacher’s point of view, and not so much from the student’s point of view anymore. By this, I mean that you got to learn a lot about things that are not visible to students. That is, everything that a teacher needs to know, take into account, take care of, etc. (AY-66)

Transformative identity development was further seen in participants’ observations about themselves. Interestingly, CY-71, who reported an unaffected identity, eloquently described their change in perception of teaching showing a clear impact on their self-understanding:

The first year has given me a lot of tools and perspectives on becoming a teacher, but of course also brought out my own limits and where I could improve. […] Perhaps the most interesting thing has been dreaming about what kind of teacher you see yourself as, what kind of things you consider important. […] I wouldn’t want to be a teacher who does her job well and nothing else. There is nothing wrong with that, but I would like to be a teacher who does her job well and is excited to learn and try new things and develop the school’s activities, to see what is important to develop and why, without being exhausted in her work.

Transformative identity development could be seen in how the
academic and teaching practice environment caused CY-71 to define her beliefs about teachers’ goals and acknowledge a physical or emotional load. Exhaustion was also AY-173’s concern, suggesting the belief that person-profession tension can be detrimental to health: “In my teaching, I want to pay attention to not burning out.” Transformative identity development could also be seen in a few students who chose to be slower or more realistic in how they approach work as a teacher, perhaps as an emotionally protective measure. BY-13 believed they had changed “the image of [...] perhaps the attitude towards myself. I don’t want to decide now where I’ll be in 5 years, I’ll take about a year at a time,” and AY-38 stated their perception of teaching “has changed in a more realistic direction,” becoming “more aware of my own resources and what I can influence as a teacher.”

Finally, transformative identity development was seen in the pre-service teachers’ collective definition of teachers’ professionalism (22/71). This included changed beliefs about “the importance of teacher training in the work of a teacher” (BY-67), and teachers as trained and valued professionals:

During this year, I have noticed how important the teacher is to the child and the class. Understanding the importance of a teacher has opened my eyes to my future profession. It is demanding, but really important and appreciated work. (AY-22)

Teachers’ professionalism further included changed beliefs about teachers’ knowledge and skills, pedagogical practices, and role in the classroom. For example, participants “learned what modern teaching is” (AY-30) and “bas[ing] the work on scientific research” (BY-172), that “the teacher has to know about things extensively and understand a lot about the subjects” (AY-33), and “how extensive work and know-how teaching requires” (AY-164). Even when some participants described this change as an expansion of their learning, transformative development is evident in their “ha[ving] realized (sometimes really self-evident) things about teaching that [they] hadn’t even thought about” (AY-164). This realization would not have happened had there not been tension between their preconceptions and the environment. The tension also affected beliefs about what teachers do and represent in the classroom. The pre-service teachers talked about interaction (AY-69, BY-67, BY-172), daily ethical choices (AY-170), thorough lesson preparation (BY-64), and giving “students the opportunity to understand and learn things themselves, and to think critically” (AY-65). Additionally, a few pre-service teachers reconsidered former understandings of teachers’ role:

My perception of teaching has changed more in the direction that a classroom teacher is primarily an educator whose task is to raise socially capable citizens. I used to think that the most important thing is to teach subjects. (AY-12)

Transformative identity development was seen in the pre-service teachers’ revised belief that a teacher is principally a communicator of content knowledge; the teacher became a professional with moral and developmental responsibility. From being the “giver of the right answers” (AY-26), a teacher became “more of a safe adult, an educator” (AY-51), who “is a member of the class” (AY-54) and “the creator of a good learning situation” (AY-65).

3.3. Defensive development

The pre-service teachers’ defense of their original identity could be seen in their reporting no change to identity and struggling to find confidence as teachers. Some pre-service teachers felt they had too much still to learn, causing them to doubt their readiness and feel incomplete. For example, BY-67 stated, “I feel really incomplete and lacking,” and BN-53 shared, “I’ve learned a lot of everything, but I’m afraid I won’t remember those things at all after many years, when I maybe graduate and get to go to work.” The emotional aspect of renegotiating teacher identity was further seen in participants’ confusion and uncertainty after their first teaching practice (14/72). Some felt they were still “just figuring out everything that has to do with teacherhood” (BY-41), or “what kind of teacher” they wanted to be (BN-62, BY-172, CY-21). Others, who found education a meaningful and suitable profession, felt their teaching experience was “confusing and fragmented” (BN-05) or found their “ability to cope and immerse oneself in [future teaching] questionable” (CY-71). Defensive identity development could be seen in how these pre-service teachers, whose answers indicated moderate (10/18) to no (8/18) change to their original identity, felt confused when caught in the middle of contextual demands. This suggests a vulnerability that could be counterbalanced by more experience and skill-building later in their teacher education, and perhaps a heightened awareness of the need for direction as their studies progress.

The pre-service teachers’ defensive identity development could further be seen in how they processed their perception of teaching at the end of their first year. It is notable that several participants (10/15) whose answers suggested a change in their original identity did not change their initial perception of teaching as a profession. Rather, earlier beliefs were confirmed or strengthened, and expectations were met. For most of these participants, this was due to positive prior experiences as students, work experience in a school, or a family member who was a teacher. For example, AN-11 and AN-70 respectively state:

I think I have had a clear understanding of teaching for quite a long time, as my mother is a teacher. I believe that the education has brought more understanding of the different aspects of teaching, but the fundamental understanding of teaching and its meaning has not changed. In my opinion, a classroom teacher is above all an educator, whose work is supported by pedagogical and content skills.

Yes and no, in a certain way the pre-expectations have perhaps only become stronger. I knew very well what I was getting into and what the current situation was in the school world. Of course, based on the first internship (which was spread over the whole school year), I have still been able to observe and talk about things with other interns and also with the school staff, at the same time confirming my own thoughts.

People affiliated with teaching helped shape participants’ beliefs about the profession, and the teaching experience gained during their first year supported participants’ having a “good idea of teaching before coming to university” (AN-06). Here, defensive identity development could be seen in how the pre-service teachers encountered professional or institutional demands that matched their anticipated difficulty in teaching or earlier beliefs about what it might entail, and did not change their original perception of teaching. Their beliefs were not challenged, added to, or transformed, but remained constant through validation or confirmation. Moreover, these pre-service teachers’ (15/23) confidence in their belief that they understand teaching as a field and their having “a pretty good idea of the skills and teaching required of a teacher” (BN-53) contrasts the lack of confidence expressed by the participants described earlier (18/23), who struggled with identity negotiation. Because these pre-service teachers’ answers concerning identity suggested a change, the certainty or confidence underlying their answers about no change in beliefs may imply that reinforced beliefs about teaching formed before teacher education are important to maintaining a steady or resilient professional identity as teachers.

4. Discussion

This study examined pre-service teachers’ identity development at the end of their first year of study. It drew on answers to two open-ended questions in a survey answered by seventy-two Finnish pre-service teachers. The answers to each question were respectively analyzed for change in identity and change in perception of teaching. The subthemes developed from these answers were examined for additive, transformative, and defensive identity development. This section discusses the practical and theoretical implications of the findings, and addresses
Additive identity development occurs when new challenges and changes in the professional environment match a teacher’s expectations and values, leading to increased self-efficacy and inclusion of new work-related elements into their identity (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018). For most participants, the change in how they saw themselves as teachers seemed to occur under little tension between their original identity and demands in their environment. This enabled an overall stronger orientation to their learning in teacher education, which could be seen in how participants talked about tools and perspectives acquired during their first year, but also in their positively-nuanced awareness of how much they should still learn. Such attitude towards their professional development as teachers might be accounted for by a successful consolidation of tensions thanks to identified resources (Anspa et al., 2019), like pedagogical concepts and methods. Moreover, additive identity development manifested in some participants’ strengthened confidence in their abilities and identification of weaknesses. This may be a result of the teaching practice as a boundary experience, urging students to navigate perceptions of teaching. The teaching practice particularly prompted the expectations and values, making identity renegotiation more demanding, and causing tension, emotional load, and uncertainty about professional competence (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018). In this study, transformative identity development stemmed from participants’ change in perception of teaching. The teaching practice particularly prompted the belief that teaching is quite multidimensional and versatile. With an emphasis on challenge, rather than uncertainty about professional competence, transformative identity development was connected to task perception (i.e., what teachers do and what tasks are connected to teaching) (e.g., Hanna et al., 2020), and a negotiation of socially-constructed conceptualizations of themselves as teachers (e.g., Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).

For participants showing transformative identity development, the teaching practice also promoted beliefs about good teaching, seen in participants’ collective description of teachers’ professionalism. The participants paid more attention to student-focused instruction or student achievement (see also Ng et al., 2010), and to teaching as intellectual work including deliberate, cognitive, and decision-driven activity (see also Sinclair, 2008). These beliefs were mostly expressed from a teacher-centered perspective and, like in White and Chant (2014), seemed to reflect epistemologies encountered and likely internalized through coursework and peer interaction. The emotional load of transformative identity negotiation was not prominent in this study, but present in some cases, manifesting as concerns about burnout and a tentative approach to teaching. Because these participants’ answers suggested engagement with teaching, such concerns may be due to higher sensitivity to work demands (Salmela-Aro, Hietarjarvi, & Lonka, 2019).

Defensive identity development occurs when teachers respond to a mismatch between their original identity and the professional environment by refusing any changes to their identities (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018). A few participants’ answers indicated a lack of change in their identity. There was connected to uncertainty, confusion, and doubt about teaching being the right career choice for them. These participants might have experienced a boundary moment in teaching practice eliciting a change in behavior and going beyond their comfort zone (e.g., Assen et al., 2018), although longer answers would be necessary to verify whether that accounts for the shared uncertainty. However, because of the underlying positivity in these participants’ responses when considered in their entirety, the shared identity development could be encouraged through educational experiences that enhance self-efficacy and, in turn, career adaptability and career optimism (McLennan et al., 2017). Such experiences in tandem with reflection could also strengthen commitment and beliefs about teaching as an innate ability to help pre-service teachers who are still actively searching and questioning their educational choices (Pop et al., 2015).

Defensive identity development was further seen in participants’ unchanged perception of teaching, despite several of these participants reporting or suggesting a change in identity. In their case, this was due to earlier personal or vicarious experiences, former expectations being met, and the belief they already had a good grasp of what teaching entails. These participants’ beliefs about what teaching is like emerged from subtle processes of enunciation through interaction at work or intimate social environments (e.g., Dahl, 2020; Heinz, 2015; Ng et al., 2010), and remained unchallenged or intuitive during teacher education (e.g., Harford & Gray, 2017). Their adherence to earlier understandings of teaching was not critically assessed, and it was unclear whether these long-standing beliefs could form the basis of a more mature teacher identity or strengthen their identification as teachers, as Friesen and Besley (2013) suggested.

Defensive identity development including an adherence to beliefs may not be an undesirable outcome of initial teacher education when accompanied by a perceived positive change in how pre-service teachers understand themselves as teachers. This adherence, however, should still be problematized when it contributes to defensive identity development in situations where a teacher’s original identity and institutional demands match. Pre-service teachers’ reported beliefs could be used as a prism through which to filter meaning-making about teaching as a profession (Harford & Gray, 2017), potentially leading to a strengthened teacher identity. Considering their social origins, earlier understandings of teaching could be revisited through dialogue with peers to avoid strong or dominating internalized voices (Assen et al., 2018). This should begin early in teacher education, when pre-service teachers are formally acculturated into the teaching profession at the same time as they collectively shape it. Continuing pre-service teachers’ critical evaluation of their beliefs throughout teacher education could take various forms, for example learning diaries including a complementary focus on identity, written or visual narratives, and specialized peer assignments or reading circles.

This study provides further support for the notion of identity as social, multiple, and discontinuous (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011), and highlights identity-agency (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2018) as conceptually useful in examining pre-service teachers’ self-reported development. Despite the small number of participating first-year pre-service teachers, the response rate to the survey was high and the findings might resonate with the whole cohort. Although the qualitative data were short, they showcased the multidimensionality of identity negotiation through additive, transformative, and defensive means. Longer written reports and interview data on identity would be more suited to examining whether these means can be found at the same time in each pre-service teacher individually, and not only across data. Because of connections between additive development and changes in identity, and between transformative development and changes in perception of teaching, such data could further examine whether these ways of identity development are complementary in nature.

The responses to the second open-ended question were analyzed for changes in perception of teaching, where perception was understood as beliefs about the teaching profession. Because beliefs are part of one’s teacher identity (e.g., Pop et al., 2015), it could be argued that the entire analysis could have only used identity as the analytical lens. However, belief as an addictive analytical lens helped reveal that identity development does not always translate into a change in beliefs about teaching as a profession, and that defensive identity development may take place when there is indeed a match between a teacher’s original identity and institutional demands. Pre-service teachers’ relationship between their beliefs and identity is worth exploring early on in teacher education, and the concepts of addition, transformation, and defense
may be used as tools for reflection on how this relationship develops over time.

The findings of this study provide valuable insights for teacher educators in understanding the variation in identity negotiation. By studying this variation, teacher educators can gain a deeper understanding of how teacher education programs are shaping and influencing student teachers’ professional identities at the beginning of studies. This knowledge can help identify strengths and weaknesses in the curriculum, instructional approaches, and learning opportunities provided by the program. Understanding the variation also enables teacher educators to provide individualised learning support and guidance as different student teachers may face unique challenges and experiences when navigating their first year of study. Our research findings can help teacher educators identify common patterns and struggles in this process and tailor their mentoring and support strategies to meet the specific needs of individual student teachers, thus promoting their professional development.
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